Medium-Fi Prototype #1

Due:

- Rough draft of Medium-Fi prototype completed by 6:00PM on Thursday, May 11th
- Completed Medium-Fi Prototype uploaded to Submission Folder by class on Monday, May 15th

Overview

In this assignment you will create Medium-Fi prototype that reflects your design using a design tool such as Sketch paired with an outline interactivity prototyping tool such as Marvel or Invision.

Requirements

1. Identify the three tasks you are designing for.
2. Create wireframes that reflect the UI for completing these tasks in a tool such as Sketch.
3. Hook up the wireframes to represent a specific workflow in an online prototyping tool such as Marvel or Invision. If you prefer, you can also hook-up your wireframes using HTML.
4. The workflow should reflect the key tasks that users will do in your experience.
5. Submit rough drafts of your Medium-Fi prototypes to your Google Drive team folder by Thursday, May 11th, 6:00PM. The teaching team will provide feedback by the end of Friday.
6. Revise your prototypes and submit completed Medium-Fi prototypes on Monday, May 15th, 1:30PM. We will do pair sharing in class to get feedback.
7. Note! If you are creating a service that will not involve an online experience, check in with the teaching team about what you need to do for your medium-fi prototype.

Deliverables

Submit the following:

- A PDF of all of your wireframes
- Description of the 3 user tasks you are targeting in your prototype
- The URL of the online prototype

Create a subfolder named Medium-Fi Prototype in your team folder on Google Drive and submit the docs to the subfolder by Monday, May 15th, by class time 1:30pm.

Grading Criteria

- Usefulness of overall design idea (20 points)
- Appropriateness of tasks selected for design (20 points)
- Strength of interaction design (20 points)
- Quality of interactive prototype (20 points)